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Abstract—Advance reservation services allow users to pre-reserve network resources at future instants in time. These offerings are already being used by a wide range of applications in scientific/grid computing, datacenter backup, and event broadcasting. Now most advance reservation algorithms are designed to schedule point-to-point connection requests. However, as new cloud-based services gain traction, there is a further need to schedule broader virtual network (infrastructure services) demands. These latter types are much more complex and comprise of an arbitrary number of virtual nodes mapped onto physical nodes and interconnected via a set of virtual link connections. This paper addresses this critical area and develops/analyzes several virtual network scheduling schemes, including partial provisioning strategies to improve network revenues.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advance reservation (AR) services concept was first introduced for optical networks in [1]. The main objective here was to guarantee network resources for customers at future points in time by using time scheduling techniques, i.e., specific start and stop time windows. Over time, AR services have gained increasing favor for a range of applications in scientific computing, datacenter backup, and broadcasting. Overall, these service models contrast with more traditional immediate reservation (IR) designs in which user connections are provisioned (in an on-demand or batch manner) using the currently-available (i.e., immediate) set of resources.

Now a truly wide range of AR schemes have been developed, using both heuristic and optimization-based strategies, see [2]. However, due to high computation complexities, most network scheduling problems have only looked at point-to-point connections. Indeed, few (if any) have looked at reserving more complex “virtual network” type demands. For example, [3] introduces the virtual overlay network scheduling (VONS) problem to schedule multi-point topology overlays between fixed sites. However, as cloud services continue to evolve, there is a need to expand AR service models to include more generalized virtual network (VN) requests. Specifically, this involves mapping virtual nodes and scheduling their virtual links over physical infrastructures at future instants in time.

In addition, further service modifications can also be considered. For example, in many instances customers may accept partial VN service setups if their full requests cannot be provisioned. Namely, simple binary (yes/no) scheduling schemes may lead to lower revenues for operators. Motivated by these scenarios, this paper presents several advance reservation models for VN scheduling, including two partial provisioning strategies, i.e., priority-based reservation (PBR) and capacity-based reservation (CBR). Overall results show notable gains in terms of blocking reduction and revenues.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief overview of existing work in advance reservation. Section III then introduces the required notation and details the proposed VN scheduling schemes. Finally Section IV presents some simulation results, and conclusions and future work directions are also highlighted in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

AR scheduling involves reserving network resources at future intervals in time. As opposed to many IR-type services, here it is assumed that the duration of user requests/transfers is finite. Now a wide variety of AR (connection) service models have been studied, including fixed start/stop times, variable start/stop times, etc [4]. For the most part, point-to-point AR scheduling problems have been shown to be NP-complete. Hence related AR scheduling solutions have used both optimization and heuristic strategies. In particular, the former techniques assume time-slotted arrivals/departures and pursue objectives such as minimizing resource utilization, maximizing the number of accepted requests, etc [5],[6]. However, optimization-based strategies pose notable scalability concerns due to increased variable counts (from the discretized timeline dimension).

Now unlike IR demands, admitted AR reservations remain inactive until their future scheduled time in-
tervals. Hence these services can be re-routed before activation without disrupting users. As a result several AR rerouting studies have also been conducted [7]-[9]. Now most schemes here use graph-based heuristics and try to achieve a tradeoff between the number of rerouting attempts and blocking reduction. For example, [9] develops an ILP model to re-optimize (re-route) scheduled demands to accomodate a new request. However, since re-optimization complexity can grow quickly, this solution is only feasible for very small network sizes.

Overall, most AR studies have only looked at point-to-point connection demands. However, there is a growing need to schedule more advanced request types. Along these lines, [3] formulates the need to schedule more advanced request types. Along this solution is only feasible for very small network sizes.

III. FLEXIBLE ADVANCE RESERVATION MODELS

In the light of above, several VN scheduling algorithms are presented. Owing to the complexity of this area, only heuristics-based schemes are considered. A base scheduling algorithm is introduced, followed by more specific priority- and capacity-based variants.

A. Problem Formulation & Baseline Heuristic

A baseline heuristic for VN scheduling is detailed here. Consider the requisite notation. The physical substrate network is specified as an undirected graph \( G_s = (V_s, E_s) \), where \( V_s = \{v^1_s, v^2_s, ..., v^{|V_s|}_s\} \) is the set of substrate nodes and \( E_s = \{e_s | e_s = (v^i_s, v^j_s) : v^i_s, v^j_s \in V_s\} \) is the set of substrate links. Here each substrate node, \( v_s \in V_s \), has a fixed amount of computing and storage resources, \( C \), and each substrate link, \( e_s \in E_s \), has a fixed bandwidth capacity, \( B \) (note that assigning equivalent capacities here does not limit generality). In order to provision VN node/link requests, time-varying capacity levels are also defined for nodes and links, i.e., \( rem_v(t) \) and \( rem_e(t) \), respectively. Meanwhile a future VN request is given by the 5-tuple, \( r^n = (G^n_v, c^n, b^n, t^n_s, t^n_e) \), where \( n \) is the request index. \( G^n_v = (V^n_v, E^n_v) \) is an undirected virtual network graph containing the set of VN nodes \( v^n_v \in V^n_v \) and virtual links \( e^n_v \in E^n_v \), \( c^n \) is the requested amount of node resources at each VN node \( (c^n < C) \), \( b^n \) is the requested bandwidth for each VN link \( (b^n < B) \), \( t^n_s \) is the start time, and \( t^n_e \) is the end time. Hence to schedule \( r^n \), operators must select physical nodes on which to map the virtual nodes and also route connections for the VN links (in the desired interval). Here a VN node-to-substrate mapping is denoted by \(<v^n_v, v^n_s>\), i.e., VN node \( v^n_v \) mapped to node \( v^n_s \).

Algorithm 1 Baseline VN Scheduling Algorithm

1: Given incoming request \( r^i = (G^i_v, c^i, b^i, t^i_s, t^i_e) \), generate temporary graph copy \( G'_{s}(V'_s, E'_s) = G(V, E) \)
2: Remove non-feasible nodes and links in \( G'_s(V'_s, E'_s) \), i.e., \( rem_v(t) < c^n \) and \( rem_e(t) < b^n \) in \([t^n_s, t^n_e]\).
3: Sort the virtual nodes based upon node degree
4: for \( i = 1 \) to \( |V'_s| \)
5: Randomly pick substrate node from \( V'_s \) with sufficient available node resources
6: if Failed
7: VN request \( r^i \) failed
8: Discard \( G'_s(V'_s, E'_s) \), temporary node mapping array
9: Exit loop
10: else
11: Remove substrate node from \( V'_s \)
12: Save node mapping \(<v^n_v, v^n_s>\) in temporary node mapping
13: end if
14: end for

/* Loop and map all virtual nodes in the request*/
15: if All virtual node mappings successful
16: Assign unity weight to links in \( G'_s(V'_s, E'_s) \)
17: Run Dijkstra’s shortest-path for each virtual link between mapped substrate nodes
18: else
19: VN request \( r^i \) failed
20: Drop \( r^i \), discard \( G'_s(V'_s, E'_s) \) and node mapping array
21: end if
22: if All VN link connections routed
23: Setup successful
24: Reserve mapped node resources from node mapping array onto \( G_s(V_s, E_s) \)
25: Reserve routed link resources onto \( G_s(V_s, E_s) \)
26: end if

The baseline heuristic is shown in Algorithm 1 and uses a two-stage mapping approach. First, the VN nodes are sorted according to node degrees and scheduled sequentially (steps 3-14, Algorithm 1). Next, the virtual links between the mapped nodes are routed/scheduled at future intervals (steps 15-21, Algorithm 1). The scheme only returns success if all VN nodes and VN links are scheduled. Carefully note that a temporary copy of the network graph, \( G'_s(V'_s, E'_s) \) is needed to perform these computations. This graph first removes any non-feasible physical nodes or links which cannot accomodate a virtual node or link, i.e., \( rem_v(t) < c^n \) and \( rem_e(t) < b^n \).
B. Advance Reservation Models

As mentioned earlier, many users will accept some level of flexibility in meeting their demands. For example, it may be amenable to provision a part of the VN request under high-load or failure conditions. Along these lines, two different partial VN scheduling policies are proposed here. Namely, priority-based reservation (PBR) assigns different priorities to VN nodes and links. Meanwhile, capacity-based reservation (CBR) adjusts request durations to meet revenue expectations. Consider the details.

1) Priority-Based Reservation (PBR): This scheme assumes two different priority levels for VN nodes/links, i.e., high/low. These delineations can be specified by operators or clients. Hence the algorithm (Algorithm 2) first tries to schedule all higher priority nodes/links. If this is successful, further attempts are made to schedule as many of the lower priority VN nodes/links. Specifically, candidate physical nodes for each unmapped lower priority VN node are selected based upon their costs (route lengths) to each mapped VN node, and this is done in decreasing sequence of VN node degree. The VN link connections between this selected node and the already-mapped nodes are then routed/scheduled. If the whole request can be provisioned, it is marked as a complete success, otherwise it is marked as a partial success.

2) Capacity-Based Reservation (CBR): This scheme implements a compromise between the assigned resources and request durations. Namely, this algorithm is triggered only when a request cannot be reserved via Algorithm 1. Specifically, all VN node/link resources requested in \( r^i \) are adjusted by a fraction, \( 0 < \sigma < 1 \). To compensate for this reduction, the request duration is then extended by \( 1/\sigma \). The CBR scheme is shown in Algorithm 3. Note that this reservation model may be very useful for transfer services with variable durations.

IV. Evaluation Metrics

Some of the key metrics used to study VN performance are now presented. Network operators provisioning VN services will likely want to achieve high resource efficiency over their underlying substrate networks. In addition, associated revenue generation (cost reduction) concerns will also be very important. Hence two key metrics are introduced here. Foremost, a modified revenue is defined for provisioning a VN request:

\[
Revenue(G^e_v) = (t^e_v-t^s_v)\sum_{e \in E_v} b^n / |B| + \rho \sum_{v \in V^e_v} c^n / |C|
\]  

(1)

where \( \rho \) is the fraction of node resource revenue, and \(|B|\) and \(|C|\) are two large numbers to normalize node/link resources. Unlike [10], here revenue is dependent upon request durations as well, i.e., a request with longer duration but the same amount of node/link resources will have higher revenue. Similarly, the cost of accepting a VN request is defined as:

\[
Cost(G^e_v) = (t^e_v-t^s_v)\pi \sum_{e \in E_v} F^G_v / |B| + \pi \sum_{v \in V^e_v} N^G_v / |C|
\]  

(2)

where \( \pi \) is the fraction of node resource cost, \( F^G_v \) is the total amount of bandwidth allocated on substrate link \( e \) for mapping the VN, and \( N^G_v \) is the total amount of node resources allocated on the substrate node \( v \) for mapping the requested VN.

Note that other metrics can also be considered here. For example, VN request blocking ratios can provide very intuitive measurements, and operators may want to minimize these values to improve performance. Additionally, average VN link connection lengths can be used to gauge network resource usage, and revenue-cost ratios can be used to gauge efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 2 Priority-Based Reservation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Given incoming request ( r^i = (G^i_v, c^i, t^i_v, t^s_v) ), generate temporary graph copy ( G'_v(V'_v, E'_s) = G(V, E) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Remove non-feasible nodes and links in ( G'_v(V'_v, E'_s) ), i.e., ( rem_e(t) &lt; c^n ) and ( rem_e(t) &lt; b^n ) in ( [t^i, t^s] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Run Algorithm 1 to schedule higher-priority portion of the request ( r^i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: if Failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: VN request ( r^i ) failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: Discard ( G'_v(V'_v, E'_s) ), temporary node mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: Setup successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: Sort the virtual nodes based upon node degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: for Each unmapped VN node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: Compute candidate physical substrate nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: Compute cost (route length) from candidate nodes to mapped VN nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: Pick the candidate node with the minimum cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: Run Dijkstra’s shortest-path for the link between picked node and mapped substrate nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: if All VN link connections routed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: Reserve mapped node resources from node mapping array onto ( G_v(V_s, E_s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17: Reserve routed link resources onto ( G_v(V_s, E_s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18: end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19: end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20: end if</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Algorithm 3 Capacity-Based Reservation

1: Given incoming request \( r^I = (G_t^I, c^I, b^I, t_s^I, t_e^I) \), generate temporary graph copy \( G'_s(V'_s, E'_s) = G(V, E) \)
2: Remove non-feasible nodes and links in \( G'_s(V'_s, E'_s) \), i.e., \( rem_v(t) < c^I \) and \( rem_e(t) < b^I \) in \([t_s^I, t_e^I]\).
3: Run Algorithm 1 to schedule request \( r^I \)
4: if Failed
5: Scale request resource and duration by \( \sigma \) and \( 1/\sigma \), \( r'_s = (G'_t^I, \sigma c^I, \sigma b^I, t'_s^I, t'_e^I, 1/\sigma(t'_e^I - t'_s^I)) \)
6: Generate temporary copy of network \( G'_s(V'_s, E'_s) \) where \( rem_v(t) < \sigma c^I \) and \( rem_e(t) < \sigma b^I \) in \([t'_s^I, t'_e^I + 1/\sigma(t'_e^I - t'_s^I)]\).
7: Run Algorithm 1 to schedule request \( r'_s \)
8: if Failed
9: Discard \( G'_s(V'_s, E'_s) \) and temporary node mapping array
10: else
11: Setup successful
12: Reserve mapped node resources \( (\sigma c^I) \) from node mapping array onto \( G_s(V_s, E_s) \)
13: Reserve routed link resources \( (\sigma b^I) \) onto \( G_s(V_s, E_s) \)
14: end if
15: else
16: Setup successful
17: Reserve mapped node resources from node mapping array onto \( G_s(V_s, E_s) \)
18: Reserve routed link resources onto \( G_s(V_s, E_s) \)
19: end if

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The performance of VN scheduling algorithms is now tested. Namely, discrete event simulation models are developed using the OPNET Modeler\textsuperscript{TM} toolkit to generate and process VN requests/demands. Tests are then done using a modified NSFNET physical network substrate with a moderate node degree of 3.12 (i.e., 16 nodes, 25 links), see Figure 1. All nodes are assumed to have 1,000 units of generic resource capacity, and all physical links have 10,000 units of bandwidth. Meanwhile, VN requests are generated by composing random graphs with 4-7 nodes each, with an average node degree of 2.6. The requested VN node capacities are uniformly-distributed between 10-30 units, and VN link capacities are distributed between 100-1,000 units. Accordingly, \( \mathbb{Z} \) is set to 1,000, \( c \) is set to 30, and both \( \rho \) and \( \pi \) are set to unity in Eqs. 1 and 2. Also, for the PBR scheme, up to three nodes/links are assigned higher priority levels, see Figure 2. Meanwhile, for the CBR scheme, a median value of \( \sigma = 0.5 \) is chosen for all tests.

Finally, all VN requests have exponentially-distributed holding and inter-arrival times, with means \( \mu \) and \( \lambda \), respectively. For testing purposes, a scaled mean holding time of \( \mu = 10 \) seconds is used here, and the mean inter-arrival times are adjusted according to load. Note that these values are relative numbers and do not necessarily reflect real-world timings. Finally, a modified Erlang load metric is also defined as:

\[
\text{Modified Erlang load} = \sum_{n=4}^{7} (n-1) \times \mu/\lambda \quad (3)
\]

i.e., where VN request sizes range from \( n=4-7 \) nodes, and \( 1/\lambda \) is the mean inter-arrival rate (requests/sec).

Blocking results are first presented in Figure 3. As expected, both the PCR and CBR schemes give lower failure rates as compared to the base Algorithm 1. Furthermore, the PBR scheme generally gives the lowest blocking out of all three schemes, i.e., about 40% lower
than the baseline scheme at higher loads. However, the CBR scheme is quite competitive here and even outperforms the PBR approach at lower loads. Next, the average path lengths for the mapped VN links are also shown in Figure 4. Since the PBR scheme may only map a fraction of the VN links here, this approach gives the shortest path lengths. Conversely, both the baseline Algorithm 1 and the CBR scheme tend to give longer path lengths, with the latter giving lower usage at higher loads. Overall the ability to compromise between requested resources and durations gives the CBR approach more freedom to allocate VN nodes and route VN links, especially at higher loads.

Finally, the total revenue and revenue-cost ratios are plotted in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Here, both partial provisioning strategies give better performance versus the baseline Algorithm 1. Moreover, the PBR solution yields slightly higher revenue-cost ratios than the CBR scheme. However, more tests are needed to gauge the relative performance of these schemes for different numbers of high/low priority nodes (PBR scheme) and varying $\sigma$ values (CBR scheme).

VI. Conclusions and Future Work

Cloud-based service demands are driving the need for virtual network reservation. However, existing network reservation studies have not addressed this problem area. Hence this paper presents a novel baseline scheme for scheduling virtual network requests and also develops two further variations to provision partial demands. Overall simulation results show good improvements in terms of blocking ratios and revenues. Future efforts will study more advanced service configurations with both advance reservation and immediate reservation demands.
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